GEOLOGIC MAP OF THE SKELETON LAKE PROSPECT
ST. LOUIS COUNTY, MN (SEC. 8, R34W, T61N)

EXPLANATION

- LATE DIABASE (POST-650M.Y.
- PLIENIOSECANT DRAC RHYOLITE
- QARTZ DIKE
- MAFIC CONGLOM.
- GABALITIC FLOW AND GIAPASE
- ANDESITIC FLOW
- MAFIC-INTERMEDIATE TYPE
- IRON FORMATION AND REBEDD CHERT (HATCHED)

- LITHOLOGIC CONTACT—GENERAL INDEX
- INTEREST FAULT-SENDING RELATIVE
- RELATIVE MOVEMENT
- STRIKE AND PLUNGE OF MINERAL FOLDS
- STRIKE OF CLEAVAGE PLANE WITH UP (INCLINED)
- STRIKE OF CLEAVAGE PLANE WITH DOWN (INCLINED)
- STRIKE OF FLOWING FLOW WITH UP (VERTICAL)
- STRIKE OF FLOWING FLOW WITH DOWN (VERTICAL)
- STRIKE AND PLUNGE OF LINEARLY

SAND WICKET
- GEOL ORY PROJECTED FROM DRILL HOLE
- UNPROV ED DIRT ROAD

SCHLESINGER LAKE

PLATE 2 GEOLOGIC MAP